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Abstract
This paper presents a new method to characterize the change of geometric and dielectric properties inside a

material, such as concrete from civil engineering structures, with the application of GPR (ground penetrating

radar).  The  principle  of  this  method  is  to  consider  the  dielectric  medium  with  changing  properties  as  a

waveguide, composed by several layers of media with different thicknesses and dielectric constants. Then we

can derive the phase velocity dispersion curve from the guided waves to extract the information of each layer. As

we know from some former studies, the penetration of water and chlorides can significantly change the complex

permittivity of concrete. Under this condition, the new method using waveguide can be applied to monitor the

chloride ingress into concrete.

A dielectric mixing homogenization model found by the authors to efficiently implement the multi-layered

waveguide is the parallel model. It is originally from the well-known Lichtenecker-Rother equation, combining

the dielectric properties from different parts of a composite with its global dielectric.

A general procedure of this method starts by a CMP (common mid-point) measurement using GPR on the

material. Then the picked dispersion curve describing several propagation modes is used to invert the dielectric

constant and thickness of each layer. Our discussion focuses on the monitoring of salty water penetrating into 2

different  concretes  due  to  the  capillary  effect.  The  concrete  slab  is  considered  as  an  equivalent  medium

composed by two layers: dry layer and wet layer. The multi-layered waveguide inversion results are compared to

the semi-destructive gammadensimetry results, considered as reference. They show that this NDT method makes

it possible to monitor the sea water ingress front in concrete over time.
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1. Introduction

Significant advances have been recently made on for the estimation of durability indicators on

civil  engineering  structures  using  ground-penetrating  radar  (GPR).  These  researches  have

shown the high sensitivity of the radar wave to the water or chloride content, and in a second

level to porosity [1-4]. 

When notable gradients versus depth occur near the surface, like water imbibition, this induces

electromagnetic (EM) wave dispersion phenomenons, due to the fact that they are trapped in

the upper layer of the structure [5-6]. Some studies have shown the possibility of solving the

physical properties of the different layers composing the dielectric medium from the dispersion

of the GPR waves propagating in waveguide modes [7-9].

For the specific case of chloride ingress ND evaluation in concrete, the main sensitive GPR

observable is the attenuation, then at a second level the permittivity at low GPR frequencies [2,

10-11]. That is why it is interesting to study a dispersion analysis on chloride ingress in the

concrete through a laboratory imbibition experimentation. 

In this paper, a first section develops the waveguide model and the corresponding inversion

procedure. Then, this approach is experimentally validated on homogeneous known materials.
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In the following section, the experimental protocol of chloride imbibition is described and then

the results discussed.

2. Extraction of the EM wave geometric dispersion

2.1 Direct estimation of dispersion curves 

The  study resumes  the  approach  developed  by van  der  Kruk  et  al.  [6]  from multi-offset

(common middle point - CMP) GPR data (Fig. 1). It focuses on studying the most efficient

wave-field transform based on the  transform [8], where  denotes the frequency and

 is the propagation constant. This tool makes use of a modified form of the two-dimensional

Fourier transform to describe the frequency variation of the phase velocity :

                            (Eq.1)

where  represents the radar signal spectrum and  the propagation distance.

Figure 1: Example of the B-scan obtained from a CMP GPR measurement on a concrete slab

A significant event in the B-scan (Fig. 1) at specific frequencies and phase velocities induces a

maximum modulus of the complex quantity  in the  plane (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Example of a dispersion image obtained through use of the f-β transform applied to GPR measurements

in a multi-offset configuration on a concrete slab
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2.2 The EM waveguide model

For this study, we have developed and analyzed the modal propagation of GPR pulses through

test media based on the fundamental equation of modal theory:

                       (Eq.2)

where , ,  is the angular frequency,  is the real part of relative

permittivity of the whole waveguide,   are the reflection coefficients of the Transverse

Electric (TE) modes corresponding to incident waves with incident angle (Fig. 3) [6-7].

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of GPR monitoring with a WARR-TE antenna configuration for EM wave

propagation in a low-permittivity waveguide

Moreover, this study assumes that each medium generates a guided propagation of EM waves

as a horizontal planar  layer  and that EM field components polarize perpendicularly to  the

incident wave plane (Fig. 3). It can be applied to a concrete structure with strong increasing

water content which can be adopted as two layers (dry layer and saturated layer), laying on a

perfect electric conductor. A dielectric mixing model based on the parallel model, from the

well-known Lichtenecker-Rother equation, [12] is integrated into the waveguide to develop the

waveguide model into a two-layer case:

                                                         (Eq.3)

The first step in the EM waveguide model (WGM) parameterization is devoted to determining

the variable  integrating (Eq.3) in (Eq.2) and numerically minimizing (Eq.2) using a zero-

finding routine.

The second step of this WGM parameterization calls for estimating the frequency variation of

the phase velocity by integrating the solutions of  in Eq.4. We assume in our study that the

total thickness of the waveguide h is a known parameter. We thus obtain , providing

an analytical expression of the WGM, i.e.:

                   (Eq.4)
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An inversion of the experimental dispersion curves in phase velocity using the WGM allows

extracting parameters that are sensitive to the hydric, dielectric and geometric characteristics

 of the studied concrete slabs by means of minimizing the cost function:

   (Eq.5)

where  represents the theoretical dispersion curves estimated from

the given WGM (Eq.4), and M the number of frequencies in the chosen working modes.

3. Validation on homogeneous materials and inversion procedure

For the validation of this approach, we have used two homogeneous known materials PVC

and limestone to form a two-layer waveguide lying on a metallic plate. CMP acquisitions

were performed with two 2.6 GHz antennas using a  a TE antenna polarization configuration.

a) b)

Figure 4: a) Photo of GPR measurements conducted with the CMP-TE configuration of antennas on a

PVC+limestone slab. b) Dispersion curves of experimental (black dots) and inversion (colored lines) data

The temporal sampling of radar signals is performed in a time window of 10 ns with 2048

points. At the beginning and end of each measurement series, air "shots" were performed in

order to quantify the temporal drift of the radar system employed. The CMP configuration is

set as Δx=0.01 m over 23 steps to avoid the edge effects of the slabs (Fig. 4a).

For these two materials, we have estimated their EM characteristics from coring and using an

EM coaxial-cylindrical cell [13]. As the characterization measurements are limited to about 1

GHz for the upper frequency limit,  we extrapolate the data to higher frequency band using

Jonscher’s model [14]. During the inversion process, different frequency bands were tested for

the residue: 1, 2 and 3 modes (Fig. 4b) around the central frequency of the antennas. As the

problem is ill-posed and the residue function presents a lot of local minima, it is necessary to

initiate the inversions with values in a near field of the solution. Table 1 summarizes some

calculations comparing the chosen modes. Results show convergences around the solution, but

in practice it is better to use two or three modes in order to be more reliable.
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Inversion ε'1 ε'2 h1 (cm) Min-CFTE (x107)

TE4 2.94 8.49 5.5 0.92

TE5 2.94 8.50 4.3 1.85

TE6 2.90 8.26 5.0 0.40

TE4-TE5 2.84 8.33 4.3 1.56

T4-T5-T6 2.94 8.30 4.6 1.17

Reference 2.94 8.40 4.3 -

Table 1: Inversion results corresponding to the experiment presented Fig. 4, function of the chosen modes TE

4. Experimental Protocol on Concrete

The objective of this experimental study is to determine the penetration depths of salty water

(~35 g/L) into concrete slabs during an imbibition process, due to capillary absorption. Two

concrete mixes were designed (CEM-I and CEM-III) for the building of 8 reinforced slabs

(90x70x13 cm). ND measurements were performed at T0, +1h, +4h, +20h, +44h, 1 week, 1

month, 4 months.

During  this  monitoring,  both  CMP  GPR  measurements,  inverted  by  the  WGM,  and

gammadensimetry measurements on cylindrical  samples  having had the same conditioning

protocol (Fig. 5) [15].

Figure 5: Protocol adopted for water ingress into: a) a concrete slab (0.7 x 0.9 x 0.13 m) intended for  CMP GPR

measurements; and b) concrete cylindrical cores (Ø100 x 220 mm) intended for weighing and gammadensimetry

measurements

The signal acquisitions were performed at 2.6 GHz throughout the measurement campaign

using a conventional CMP configuration and TE or "broadside" antenna polarization, centered

in the middle of one of the mesh of the slabs. Each displacement of the receiver antenna was

carried out with an offset step of Δx = 0.005 m. A total of 40 acquisitions were recorded with a

stacking equal to 32. The temporal sampling of signals took place on a time window of 10 ns

with 2048 points. Only one slab per mix will be studied in this current paper.

Figure 6 presents an example of dispersion curve and the corresponding inversion during the
monitoring, done on the CEM-III mix at the time T0+1 month. The modes TE2 and TE3 were
chosen, using 100 MHz frequency band for each mode in the inversion (highlighted in white
on the black curves). Once the inversion performed, the corresponding analytical modes are
superposed in blue curves in the figure.
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Figure 6: Example of dispersion curve – with the corresponding analytical inversion – on the mix CEM-III after

one month of imbibition

The inversions on the CEM-I mix were performed using the modes TE2 and TE4, the zone of
the  mode TE3presenting  an  exponential  shape being too shorten.  The estimation  of  ε'1 is
obtained by inversion just before the imbibition process and reused as initial  value in  the
following inversion.

Results are summarized in table I. GPR inversions show a continuous ingress of the water front
h1-WGM during the monitoring with stable values of  e'1 and  ε'2. In parallel, gammadensimetry
measurements were performed on cores getting similar conditioning all along their life. The
corresponding results h1-γ can be compared to h1-WGM , but we have to mention that the gamma
measurements were very noisy, not performed exactly at the same corresponding times and
moreover showing some increase of water content at the opposite side on the two last times (1
and 4 months). This fact forces us to re-iterate this gammadensimetric experiment in a near
future. Nevertheless, these results can be considered as indications.

Time ε'1 ε'2 h1-WGM (cm) h1-γ (cm)
Min-CFTE

(x106)

1 h 8.20 10.60 11.0 10.6 2.59

4 h 8.15 10.73 10.5 9.2 1.49

20 h 8.20 10.40 9.5 8.2 0.56

44 h 8.17 10.76 5.5 7.2 1.05

7 days 8.20 10.40 6.0 4.4 2.09

1 month 8.17 10.56 6.7 3.2 8.76

4 months 8.14 10.25 5.1 - 2.86

Table 2: Inversion results on the CEM-I concrete mix during the imbibition process showing the evolution of the

dry layer thickness (h1)

Concerning the CEM-III mix, the inversions used the modes TE2 and TE3 has shown in Fig. 6,
and presented in table II. Surprisingly, the measurements in the first hours show important
values  of  water  ingress  as  well  as  for  the  GPR  inversions  and  the  gammadensimetric
measurements. Then, we can note that the ingress is slowed down, watching h1-WGM and in a
less proportion h1-γ, compared to the CEM-I mix.

This  phenomenon  can  be  explained  by  the  durability  indicators  of  these  two  mixes:  the
porosity and the permeability to water are of about 15.6% and 0.7 kg.m-2.s-0.5 for CEM-III and
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16%. permeability to water of about 2 kg.m-2.s-0.5 for CEM-I. Then, the ingress of water during
the imbibition is facilitate due to capillary effects on a wider porous network.

Time ε'1 ε'2 h1-WGM (cm) h1-γ (cm)
Min-CFTE

(x106)

1 h 6.85 11.25 10.4 10.0 1.50

4 h 6.59 10.78 10.1 8.8 0.59

20 h 6.93 11.65 10.0 8.4 2.17

44 h 6.55 10.68 9.3 6.0 0.87

7 days 6.87 11.26 8.5 5.4 2.09

1 month 6.81 11.15 8.1 4.7 1.46

4 months 6.90 11.50 7.0 - 2.38

Table 3: Inversion results on the CEM-III concrete mix during the imbibition process  showing the evolution of

the dry layer thickness (h1)

5. Conclusion

This  paper  presents  a  new method to  characterize  the  change of  geometric  and dielectric
properties  inside   concrete  using  a  multi-offset  GPR configuration.  The  principle  of  this
method is to consider the medium as a waveguide, composed by several layers, and to derive
the phase velocity dispersion curve from the radar guided waves to extract the information of
each layer.

This approach was tested on the monitoring of the chloride ingress into concrete slabs during
an imbibition process.  The waveguide inversion results  were compared to semi-destructive
gammadensimetric measurements showing good similarities.
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